MODERN LIFESTYLE LENSES
Four complete vision solutions tailored to your everyday life
MODERN LIFESTYLE LENS
With Blue IQ™ Clear, Anti-Reflective and Boost System

Designed for the way you see the world, these unique lenses help keep your eyes comfortable; even on your most digital days

The Benefits

• Reduces eye strain and increases comfort when using digital devices

• Incorporates a small boost in the lens to provide relief from digital eye strain

• Includes Anti-Reflective to reduce glare
WORKSPACE PROGRESSIVE LENS
With a wide viewing area, near and intermediate

Designed to provide a wider viewing area in the near and intermediate ranges so you can move between both distances smoothly and effortlessly

The Benefits

• Ideal when focusing on up-close or intermediate distances for long periods of time
• No need to compromise or adjust posture
• Makes near/reading/mid-range work much easier
EXPANDED VIEW PROGRESSIVE LENS
Tailored to you and your vision needs

Designed for a completely personalized viewing experience, with fast adaptation to help provide added comfort and ease

The Benefits

• Fast and easy adaptation, especially for first time progressive wearers

• Optimized for how you use your eyes; up-close and arms length

• Personalized for your dominant hand, the frame you choose and your eye shape
BIOFINITY ENERGYS® CONTACT LENSES
With Digital Zone Optics® lens design and Aquaform® Technology

Designed to help reduce eye tiredness and dryness associated with digital eye strain when looking at digital devices

The Benefits

• Innovative technology specifically for your digital life
• Keeps your eyes hydrated with Aquaform® Technology
• Helps with some symptoms associated with digital eye strain
• The contact lens created for using digital devices
We accept most insurance plans, including: